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Abstract: English plays an important role in our everyday life. There is enormous efficacy of English in current world. English has ready the social and economic trade between citizens of diverse communities and traditions spastically possible. It is well acknowledged that English-speaking people can be traced in all the continents of the earth and is the cause for its importance in the enforced education of several nations across the world. The majority of students join in polytechnic courses in the States come from non-English verbal communication backgrounds and they require getting better their communicative competence. Here the role of English teachers becomes challenging. This study plan at ruling the complexity of the students in Sociolinguistic factors like social class, home condition, peer relations, aspiration levels and academic inclination among polytechnic students from rural, urban and metropolitan cities. The comparison study of the students will helps to the Teachers/Educators/Government to make the necessary steps to improve the performance in learning and speaking English Confidently. Here proposed the various opportunities to guide the students to train in the various aspects to achieve the desired goal of polytechnic course.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polytechnic Courses offer properly scope for the students to complete their education early after tenth and finding the opportunities in the Job Market. With much less expenses, you can actually earn more than 2lakhs per annum in any industry at the beginning of their career. Companies are interested in the students who completed the core polytechnic courses and giving an opportunity for exhibiting their Knowledge. College students have also the opportunity to head for higher schooling after completing polytechnic course. Some of the courses like Diploma in Text Tile Engineering, Printing Technology, and Commercial Practice etc will make the students to become the entrepreneurs.

1.1 Objective of Introducing the Polytechnic Courses:

- Identifying the Need of the Industry and society, introducing the courses to train the students on the specialized area.
- To vocationalize courses.
- To improve and encourage excellence in teaching and learning process.
- To encourage and sustain modernization in teaching and learning.
- To develop a systematic approach for the achievement of students.
- To create an ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) infrastructure that is helpful of educational and managerial needs.
- To promote computer competency for students, teaching faculty and non-teaching staff.
- To provide supportive services to students.
- To enhance awareness of student support services, policies and campus events amongst students.
- To keep up an organizational information system that is constructive, incorporated and user friendly.
- To endorse communication, collaboration and joint decision making between administrative and academic departments.
- To shore up & give confidence to the students for co-curricular activities.
- To promote a spirit of community service among students, faculty and staff.
- To ensure and sustain the institutional standards to highest level.

II. IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN POLYTECHNIC

Communication is the transfer of information from one person to another it's for an important and essential ability required via the polytechnic college students to lead them to marketable once they complete their research. Acquiring challenge expertise, i.e. each theoretical and sensible, may be very important but to specific that expertise one needs to be brilliant at communicqué skills. Having correct communicating abilities will assist them in securing a project, build a tremendous relationship with people in career and additionally important for professional development. Consequently, students want to be taught as a manner to speak efficaciously in piece surroundings, especially related to their regions. It's miles important to decorate the communicative competence of those college students inside the present day globalized surroundings. Communicative competence is one of the capacities to apply language effectively and efficiently. The English language has grown to be a top medium for conversation at some stage in borders globally. Lack of English language skills may emerge as a barrier in the personal and expert development of those degree holders. It's been observed that polytechnic college students face numerous issues at the time of recruitment, which incorporates the lack of know-how of interview techniques, inadequate written and oral communicqué abilities, expression of information gained and so on. Irrespective of gaining
higher rankings of their research, university students often stumble upon troubles at some stage in procedure choice strategies. From this, it could be understood how a whole lot important is to beautify the language abilities of those college students. Communicative competence is one's capacity to use language correctly and efficiently. Keeping this reality in mind, enhancing English language abilities will become a necessity of the hour and proper right here, the placement of English instructor’s turns into critical and tough.

III. PROPOSED OBJECTIVE

Outcome Based Education (OBE) plays a major role in fulfilling the objective of the Technical courses. The objective of the study was to describe the various methods to overcome the Sociolinguistic factors that the students’ are facing the problem in communicating in English Language. These methods will help the faculty members to train the students in the various disciplines to overcome their situation also helps in bringing the best outcome. Fig 3.1 will describe the finding the various stages to overcome the Sociolinguistic factors affecting polytechnic students in learning English in Telangana State.

Fig 3.1: Proposed Objective Methodology
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IV. COMPARISION STUDY OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC FACTORS

As stated in “A Study of the Sociolinguistic factors affecting polytechnic students in learning English in Telangana State” could be very challenging for teachers/educators since many criterion need to be taken into account in the selection process including students’ interests. Among the Sociolinguistic factors analyzed have been social class, home condition, peer relations, aspiration levels and academic inclination will play a major role in learning the English language. Thus, clearly there is a need for this study to be conducted as to identify the students’ preferences towards Sociolinguistic factors affecting students which the results will be beneficial for teachers/educators/Government in making decision to guide the students in a proper way, it will helps to reduce the dropout of the students, improving the employability skills of the students and also helps to become an entrepreneur.

4.1 Comparison of the Sociolinguistic factors area wise

The comparison study shown in Fig 4.1 will describe the importance of the Sociolinguistic factors to train the students depends on the need of the factors for the successful fulfilling the objective of the polytechnic course.
Fig 4.1: Comparison of the Sociolinguistic factors area wise

V. PROPOSED METHODS

5.1 Establishment of Skill Development Centers

Skill Development Centers in in-house polytechnic college will help the students to gain the soft and hard communication skills as a part of the schedule. Spending an hour for the various skills will enlighten the confidence of the students along with their curriculum without wasting their time. Separate schedule should be prepared for the skill development. The Following Table may suggest the courses which may be useful to the students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Training Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Training in Vocabulary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Training in Soft skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Training Group Discussion/Just A Minute(JAM)/Aptitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Establishment of Entrepreneur Development Cell (EDC)

The establishment of EDC is very important to fulfill the objective of the Polytechnic course. The core branches objective is to become the entrepreneurs. Due to the lack of the support and motivation to the students, they are unable to become the entrepreneurs. By conducting the seminars with the various successful entrepreneurs, there is a chance to motivate the students to become the entrepreneurs. By involving the students in the industry interaction, they will upgrade their knowledge and helps them to make new ideas to become the entrepreneurs.

5.3 NPTEL (National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning)

NPTEL (National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning), an online training portal started with an initiative called “Knowledge is Free”. This portal provides the various online training programs depend on the students, they can register for the courses without any fee and there is a flexibility in learning the course. These video lectures will help the students in gaining the extra knowledge apart from the curriculum. Certificate provided by the [https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/](https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/) is valid throughout the world. It is associated with various IIT’s and IISc.

5.4 TASK (Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge)

Telangana Academy for Skill and Knowledge, Department of ITE&C, Government of Telangana established to train the students in various aspects. It is established with an objective called improving the personal impact skills, organizational impact skills and Technical skills. TASK training the students and faculty as per the need of the industry. They offering the Functional Skills, Basic IT Skills, Employability Skills, conducting the various industry visits, finishing schools will help the students to become employable.

5.5 Virtual Labs

Along with the Soft skills, technical skills also important to gain the knowledge. Practical knowledge is very important than the theoretical explanation. As per the survey by NASSCOM report, the practical knowledge of the students are very less. Because of this, maximum students are unable to get job opportunity. To help the students remotely, IIIT Hyderabad initiated an
excellent on line lab facility called virtual labs to lean the studen

tes with clear explanation to know the execution steps in detail to under

stand more practically to implement the same through online. http://vlab.co.in/ will provide the various training programs which will help the students to learn themselves without any physical equipment.

5.6 SPOKEN TUTORIALS

As stated, Learning in English Language is one of the biggest task to the students to understand the subject. Many of the rural and urban are students are facing a problem that they are unable to understand the subject due to the problem in learning in English. To help the students to overcome slowly http://spoken-tutorial.org will help the students to learn the subject in their specific language. Students can learn the various technical skills through online freely, can listen the courses in their interested and understandable language. It will help the student to understand the technical skills more easily.

VI. CONCLUSION

This proposed study of the Sociolinguistic factors among the polytechnic students from rural, urban and metropolitan cities. The comparison graph as shown in the fig 2 will helps to the Teachers/Educators/Government to make the necessary steps on the specified factors to improve the performance in learning and speaking English Confidently. Different ways proposed in this paper may useful to the students to learn the courses confidently to get employable.
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